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Introduction. In a recent paper [14] the author gave a general definition of

secondary operations </, g, h > which included as special cases various examples

of secondary operations which had been considered previously [1; 3; 9; 11; 18].

This provided a unified treatment of these particular operations and their prop-

erties. As pointed out in [14], however, not all examples of secondary opera-

tions were included in this treatment. Specifically, cohomology operations in-

volving cup products (such as Steenrod's functional cup product [17] and the

Massey triple product [6]) were not obtainable as special cases of the operation

<f,g,h>.
The present paper contains a definition and discussion of operations of all

orders. The definition is such that for secondary operations it is more general

than the definition in [14] and includes, in addition to the operation (.f,g,h},

examples of secondary operations involving cup products.

The definition of a higher order operation we adopt is that it is a higher order

obstruction to the existence of a null-homotopy of a map carried by a carrier

on a simplicial complex. Thus a higher order operation will be defined only when

certain lower order operations vanish and, when defined, will have a certain

indeterminacy. Naturality properties of obstructions imply those of operations,

and the fact that obstructions are cocycles gives relations among operations.

Various examples of operations are obtained by specializing to particular sim-

plicial complexes, particular carriers on them, and particular maps carried by

these carriers.

We present no applications herein of the operations. Many applications of

special operations can be found in the literature (for example in [1; 6; 10; 17;

18]), and it is our intention to present a unification of the theory of operations

rather than new applications of them. However, new secondary operations

based on the suspension and loop functors are defined (see (4.4)-(4.7) below)

which should have interesting applications. Special cases of the one involving

suspension have been considered by Toda in connection with his toral con-

struction (see [19]).

After a first section devoted to notation and some standard facts, the second

section deals with coefficient stacks on simplicial complexes and  their corre-
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sponding cohomology theories. The third section discusses carriers on simplicial

complexes and some of their associated stacks. Higher order operations are de-

fined in the fourth section as obstructions to a null-homotopy of a map carried

by a carrier. Examples of these operations are given in this section, and in the

fifth section basic properties are established. The sixth section is devoted to the

operation (ax,a2,---,a„} defined for certain sequences of mappings

A al A a2 an A
A0  ->    Ay   -i*    "•    -"-+    A„

and which is a straightforward generalization of the operation (f,g,h} de-

fined in [14].

1. Preliminaries. The theory of higher order operations we shall develop will be

valid for a suitable category. Rather than trying to formulate abstractly the

conditions on the category necessary to define the operations we shall work

with some specific categories both to develop the general theory and for examples.

There are three such specific categories to which we shall refer, namely:

(i) The category of topological spaces with base points (called based spaces)

and continuous maps between them.

(ii) The category of quasi-topological spaces with base points and quasi-

continuous maps between them [15].

(iii) The category of chain complexes and chain transformations between them[4].

The definitions will usually be given for the first category but hold equally

well in each of the other two. The examples will usually involve either the second

or third categories.

Let 7 be the closed unit interval [0, 1]. If X is a topological space with base

point x0, we let TX be the cone over X (so TX is the identification space of

X x 7 in which X x 0 U x0 x I has been collapsed to one point to be used as

base point of TX). We regard the points of TX to be parametrized by pairs (x, i)

with xeX, tel and identify X with X x 1 cz TX. Then SX is defined to be the

quotient space of TX in which X has been collapsed to a single point which is

the base point of SX. For p ^ 2 we define S"X inductively by SPX = S(SP_1X).

Given a map f:X-*Y between based spaces, the mapping cone Zs is the

quotient space of the disjoint union of TX and F by the identifications (x, 1) e TX

equals f(x) e Y. Then we have an inclusion map i:YczZf and a quotient map

k : Zf -+ SX and a sequence

X _£* 7—U Z, —-U SX -^U SY-?U SZf-?h*S2X_> - .

If Q is any based space we can form the sequence of homotopy classes and in-

duced mappings

[x,e]^[y,o]^[z/,g]^[sx,a]i^-*[sF,ô]i^-

and this sequence is functorial in g and exact [13; 14].
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AU of the above remarks apply equally well to all three of our categories.

Our remarks below about loop spaces will only be used in §6 for the category

of based spaces.

If F is a topological space with base point y0 we let PY be the space of paths

in Y beginning at y0 topologized by the compact-open topology, and we let

p:PY-*Y be the continuous map defined by p(m) = m(l) for mePY. Then

PFis a fiber space over F with fiber QF the loop space on Y. If Q is a topological

space, a map/: Q -» Fis null-homotopic if and only if there is a map F' : Q -» PY

such that pF' =/. In fact, the set of null-homotopies of/ is in canonical 1-1

correspondence with the set of such liftings F' as is easily seen.

Let/:X-» Y be a map between based spaces. The mapping fiber space E(f)

is defined by

£(/) = {(x,cu) eXxPY \f(x) = p(m)}.

E(f) is the induced fiber space of PY under / so there is a fiber projection

p : E(f) -» X (defined by p(x, m) = x) and the fiber is Q.Y. If we have a commutative

diagram of continuous maps between based spaces

/

/'
*

x' -¿—» y

there is a canonical continuous map c : E(f) -» E(f') defined by

c(x,m) = (a(x),(Pb)(m)) for (x,m)eE(f) (where Pb:PY-*PY' is defined by

((Pb)(m))(t)=b(m(t))).

If Q is a topological space, the set of continuous maps g : Q -» £(/) is clearly

in 1-1 correspondence with the set of pairs (g', G') where g' : Q -» X, G' : Q -» PY

are continuous maps such that fg' = pG'. Hence, the set of continuous maps

g:Q-+E(f) is in 1-1 correspondence with the set of pairs (pg,H') where

Pg'Q->X and H' is a null-homotopy offpg.

Let K be an abstract simplicial complex. Let A be the set of all finitely non-

zero functions X from the vertices of K to the closed unit interval / such that

I,X(v) = 1.
V

For each simplex s of K let | s | = {X e A | if v is not a vertex of s then X(v) = 0}.

| s | is a metric space with metric

d(X,X') = (z (X(v)-X'(v))2)il2.
\v e s J

The geometric realization \K\ is defined to be the subset of A consisting of

the union of |s| for all seK and is topologized by the weak topology relative

to the subspaces | s |.
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Clearly, if Lis a subcomplex of K, then |L| is a subspace of \K\. When we

are considering carriers of quasi-topological spaces we shall regard the geometric

realization | K | as a quasi-topological space in the quasi-topology associated to

the above topology. When dealing with carriers of chain complexes we shall

understand by | K | the chain complex generated by the oriented cells of K. We

use the notation {v0, vx, • ■ •, vp} to denote the simplex whose vertices are v0, Vy, • ••,»_,

and iv0,Vy,---,vp) to denote the oriented cell determined by the ordering

v0,Vy,--- ,vp of the vertices v¡.

Given based topological spaces X, Y we let C'(X, Y) denote the quasi-topo-

logical space consisting of the continuous maps (preserving base points) X -> Y

with the quasi-topology defined by the condition that if C is a compact-

Hausdorff space, a map C->C'(X, 7) is quasi-continuous if and only if the

corresponding map of C x X into Fis continuous (§4 of [15]). If X is a locally

compact Hausdorff space, this quasi-topology is associated to the compact-

open topology on the function space, but for more general spaces it need not

be associated to any topology on the set of continuous maps (see (5.5), (5.6)

of [15]).

2. Stacks. The theory of obstructions to the extension of mappings and

homotopies carried by a carrier leads to cohomology with a general coefficient

stack as coefficients (§13 of [16]). In this section we define the concept of stack

and the corresponding cohomology groups.

Let K be an abstract simplicial complex. K is a partially-ordered set whose

elements are the simplexes s of the complex with st zg s2 if and only if the simplex

Sy is a face of the simplex s2. A stack (T,y) of abelian groups on K is a covariant

functor from the partially-ordered set K to the category of abelian groups. That

is, T is a function which assigns to each seK an abelian group T(s) and y is a

function which assigns to each ordered pair s y zg s2 in K a homomorphism

yisy, s2) : T(si) -► r(s2) such that :

(2.1) For any seK, yis,s) is the identity map of T(s).

(2.2) If Sy zg s2 and s2 5? s3, then

y(sy,s3) = y(s2,s3)y(si,s2).

Because such a stack involves a covariant functor it, more properly perhaps,

ought to be called a covariant stack (as in §13 of [16]), but we shall not have

occasion in the present paper to refer to the dual concept of a contravariant

stack so our terminology should not lead to confusion. We shall also consider

stacks of groups (not necessarily abelian) and stacks of sets.

Example (2.3). For any abelian group (or non-abelian group or set) G there

is a corresponding constant stack on K which assigns to every simplex seK

the group G and to every ordered pair st zg s2 in K the identity  map of G.
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Example (2.4). Let Kx be a subcomplex of a complex K2 and let h be a

homomorphism of one abelian group Gx into another G2. Then there is a stack

on K2 which assigns Gx to every simplex in Kx, G2 to every simplex of K2 — Kx,

and to every ordered pair of Simplexes sx zg s2 of K2 it assigns either the appro-

priate identity map or the homomorphism h.

Clearly, Example (2.4) can be generalized to larger collections of subcom-

plexes and groups. Our next example involves the topology of |X|.

Example (2.5). Let q be a fixed non-negative integer and let v0 be a fixed

vertex of K. To every p-simplex seK we associate the qth homotopy group

7t4(|Xp|,r0) of the p-dimensional skeleton Kp of K with base point v0 and to

every ordered pair sx zg s2 of K we associate the corresponding injection of homo-

topy groups. For ^2 we obtain examples of stacks of abelian groups, while

for q = 1 we have a stack of groups (possibly non-abelian), and for q = 0 we

obtain an example of a stack of sets with base points or zero elements.

The importance of the concept of a stack of abelian groups stems from the

fact that such a stack serves as coefficient domain for forming cochain and co-

homology groups. Thus, given a stack (T,y) of abelian groups on K for p 2; 0

a p-cochain c of K with coefficients in (T,y) is a function which assigns to every

oriented p-cell a = (v0,vx,---,vp) of a p-simplex {v0,vx,---,vp} of K an element

c(o) eT({v0,vx,---,vp}).If cx,c2 are p-cochains with coefficients in the same stack,

their sum cx + c2 is the p-cochain defined by

Oi +c2)(&) = cx(o) +c2(a)

for all oriented p-cells a of K. In this way the p-cochains with coefficients in

(r,y) form an abelian group denoted by C(K;(r,y)). For p < 0 we define

C(K;(T,y)) = 0 so that we have cochain groups defined for all integers p. Note

that the function y plays no role in defining these cochain groups. It will enter

now in defining the coboundary homomorphism

3: Cp(K;(T,y)) - Cp+i(K;(r,y)).

lier = (v0,vx, ■■■,vp+x) is an oriented (p + l)-cell, let o\ for 0 _ i = p + 1, be

the oriented p-cell defined by a' = (v0, vx, •••, t}¡, •••, vp+x) and let y¡ be the homo-

morphism of r{u0, t>1; •■■,ó¡, ■■■,vp+x} to T{v0,vx, ■■■ vp+x] defined by the functor

y. For p _ Owe define the coboundary homomorphism by the formula

(«5c) (o-)=      I      (-lYyMe1)).
Oáiáp+l

In the usual way using (2.2) it is easily verified that ôô = 0. We let C*(K;(T,y))

denote the cochain complex formed by the cochain groups CP(K; (T, y)) and

the coboundary homomorphism <5, and the cohomology group Hp(K;(F,y))is de-

fined as usual as the quotient of the kernel of Ô : Cp(K;(T,y)) -» Cp+i(K; T, y))

by the image of S :Cp~\K;(r,y))-+ C"(K;(r,y)). Therefore, corresponding to
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a stack (T,y) of abelian groups we can define cohomology groups HP(K ; (T, y))

for all p and these are abelian groups.

If (r,y) is the constant stack corresponding to an abelian group G (as in (2.3)),

the corresponding cohomology groups are the usual cohomology groups H"(K;G)

of K with coefficients in G. In (2.4) if K y cz K2 and we take for n the trivial

homomorphism of the zero group into G, the corresponding cohomology groups

are the usual relative cohomology groups H"(K2,Ky;G); whereas if we take h

to be the trivial homomorphism of G to the zero group, the corresponding co-

homology groups are the usual cohomology groups Hp(Ky ; G) of Ky with co-

efficients in G.

If (T,y) is a stack of groups (not necessarily abelian), we can define a group

77 (K;(V,y)) and a set with base point //"'(KjfT'.y)) but not, in general,

H"(K ; (T, y)) for p > 1 (see also [7]). The p-cochains are defined as for the abelian

case above and form a group CPiK;(T,y)) under pointwise multiplication (i.e.,

if Cy,c2 are p-cochains so is CyC2 defined by (cyC2)(o) = Ci((r)c2(o-)). For p = 0,1

we define maps

ô:CPiK;ir,y))^Cp+iiK;ir,y))

as follows: if iv0,Vy) is an orientation of the 1-simplex s and if ce C°(K;(r,y))

we set

(5c)iv0, Vy) = iyiv0, s)civ0))-liyivy, s)c(vt))

while if iv0,vx,v2) is an orientation of the 2-simplex s and if s¡ is the face of s

opposite vlt then for c e Cl(K;(T,y)) we set

(ác)(c0,p1,j;2) = (y(s0,s)c(t>1,ü2))(v(s1,sM»o.%))"1(K*2.sW»o»i'i))-

Then SS maps C°(K;(r,y))into the zero element of C2(K;(r,y)). Unfortunately,

neither map S is a homomorphism of the group structures; however, C°iK;(T,y))

can be made to act on C1(K;(r,y)) in such a way as to be compatible with S.

For deC\K;(T,y)), c e C°(K;(T ,y)) we define d*ceCi(K;(T,y)) by the

condition that if iv0,Vy) is an orientation of the 1-simplex s then

id*c)iv0,Vy) = (y(v0,s)c(v0))-1d(v0,Vy)(y(vy,s)c(vy)).

The following are easily verified:

(2.6) (d*Cy)*c2  = d*(cyC2) for Cy,c2eC°,deCl.

(2.7) S(cyC2) = Scy *c2 for Cy,c2eC°.

(2.8) Sid * c) = 0 for c e C°, d e C1 and Sd = 0.

(2.9) 0*ci =0 for CyeC0 and ¿c, = 0.

It follows from (2.7) and (2.9) and the fact that c~l(o) = icio))'1 that those

elements of C° which are mapped to 0 by S :C° -> C1 form a subgroup of C°,

and this subgroup is defined to  be 77°(K;(r,y)). It follows from (2.6) and
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(2.8) that C° operates on the right on the set of elements of C1 sent to 0 by

ô : C1 -> C2. The set of orbits of this action of C° on the set mapped to 0 by

Ô : C1 -» C2 is defined to be //'(/£ ;(r,y)), which is a set with zero element the

orbit of the zero 1-chain.

If (T,y) is a stack of sets with base points, we can define H°(K;(T,y)) to be

a set with base point but there is, in general, no definition of Hp(K ; (T, y)) for

p 2: 1. H°(K ; (r, y)) is defined to be the set of functions c defined on vertices v

of K such that c(v)eF(v) and for any 1-simplex seK with vertices v0,vx then

y(v0,s)c(v0) = y(vx,s)c(vx).

Stacks of non-abelian groups or stacks of sets with base points are not as

interesting as stacks of abelian groups but are discussed here because they occur

in the applications of stacks we consider later.

If (r, y) and (r',y') are stacks of abelian groups on the same complex K, a

homomorphism h from (T, y) to (T", y') is a collection of homomorphisms

h(s) : r(s) -> T'(s) for seK such that for every ordered pair sx zg s2 in K the

following diagram is commutative

n   s    y(si,s2)    _,,   .
sx)->   T(s2)

h(sx) h(s2)

■ \ y (si's2) r,,
f (sx)-> r (s2).

Such a homomorphism h induces homomorphisms

h*:Hp(K;(r,y)) -» Hp(K;(T',y'))

so we see that the groups H"(K ; (T, y)) are covariant functors of the stack

<T,7).
If p : K' -» K is a simplicial map and if (T,y) is a stack of abelian groups on

K, there is an induced stack (rp,yp) on K' defined by (rp)(s') = T(p(s')) for

s' eK' and if si ^ s'2 in K', then p(s[) zg u(s'2) in K and we set

yp(s'x,s'2) = y(p(s;),p(s2)).

Such a simplicial map p induces homomorphisms

p* :H"(K;(r,y))^H"(K';(rp,7Ai))

which make the groups Hp(K;(T,y)) contra variant functors of the complex K.

If (T",y'),(r,y) are stacks of abelian groups on the same complex K, we say

(T',y') is a substack of (T,y) (denoted by (T,'y') cz (T,y)) if for every s eK the

group r'(s) is a subgroup of T(s) and if this collection of inclusion homomor-

phisms is a homomorphism from (r',y') to (r,y). In this case we can define

the quotient stack (T", y") of (r, y) by ÍT", y ') by the condition that T"(s) = r(s)jT'(s)
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with the maps y"(sx,s2) defined by passing to the quotient with the maps y(si,s2).

The inclusion map (r',y')->(r,y) induces a monomorphism C*(K;(T',y'))

-* C*(K ; (T, y)), and the quotient map (r, y) -» (r", y") induces an epimorphism

C*(K;(r,y))-> C*(K;(r",y")), and we have the following short exact sequence

of cochain complexes

O^C*(K;(r',y'))^C*(K;(r,y))^C*(K;(r",y"))->0.

It follows in the standard way that there is an exact sequence of cohomology

groups

(2.10) - -+ 77p(K;(T",y')) -+ H"(K; (T, y)) -+ HP(K;(T" ,y")) -> - .

Let (r,y) be a stack of abelian groups on K and let Lbe a subcomplex of K.

Let (r',y') be the stack on K equal to (r,y) on K — L and to 0 on L and let

(r",y") be the stack on K equal to (r,y) on Land to 0 on K - L. Then (T',y')

is a substack of (r, y) (but (r", y") is not a substack even though T"(s) cz T(s)

for every seK because if Sy zg s2 with SyeL,s2eK — L, y(sy,s2) may not be

the trivial map of T(sy) into T(s2) while y"(si,s2) is necessarily the trivial map

of r"(si) = r(si) into r"(s2) = 0), and (r",y") is the quotient stack of (T,y)

by (r',y').We define

H'(L;(r,y) = Hp(K;(r",y")) and Hp(K,L;(r,y)) = H"(K;(r',y')).

It then follows from the exactness of (2.10) that we have the following exact

sequence

(2.11) - - H"(K,L;(T,y)) - 77p(K;(r,y)) -> 7ip(L;(r,y)) -> -.

which is a generalization of the exact cohomology sequence of the pair (K, L)

to which (2.11) reduces when (r,y) is a constant stack.

3. Carriers. In this section we define what we shall mean by a carrier and

develop some of the theory of maps and homotopies carried by such a carrier.

Our definition is somewhat more general than the definition in [16] in that the

carriers we consider do not all take values in one topological space.

Let K be an abstract simplicial complex as in §2. A carrier (<P, </>) of based

topological spaces on K is a covariant functor from K to the category of based

spaces. That is, i> is a function which assigns to each simplex seK a based space

<P(s) and tp is a function which assigns to each ordered pair «i zg s2 in K a con-

tinuous map (preserving base points) (p(sy,s2) :<5(si)-><I>(s2) such that:

(3.1) For any seK, tp(s,s) is the identity map of í>(s).

(3.2) If Si zg s2, and s2 zg s3, then

tp(sy,s3) = tp(s2,s3)tp(sy,s2).
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Thus, a carrier of based spaces on K is the same as a stack of based spaces

on K. We prefer to use both terms rather than just one to emphasize a difference

in their usage. With a stack on K we shall be mainly interested in the cohomology

groups of K with coefficients in the stack as defined in §2 ; whereas with a carrier

on K we shall be mainly interested in the mappings and homotopies carried by

the carrier, concepts which we define below. We can also consider carriers of

quasi-topological spaces with base points and carriers of chain complexes. The

only requisite is that continuous map and homotopy be suitably interpreted in

each case (for chain complexes they will mean chain transformation and chain

homotopy).

Example (3.3). For any topological space X with base point there is a constant

carrier on K which assigns to each simplex seK the space X and to each or-

dered pair Sy zg s2 of K the identity map of X.

Example (3.4). Let Ky be a subcomplex of a complex K2 and let tp be a

continuous map of one based space Xy into another X2 which preserves base

points. There is then a carrier on K2 which assigns to each simplex of Kt the

space Xy, to each simplex of K2 — Ky the space X2, and to every ordered pair

s ^ s2 of K2 either the appropriate identity map or the map tp.

Given a carrier (í>, tp) of based spaces on K a map f carried by (<P, tp) is

function which assigns to every simplex seK a continuous map

fis): |s|-<D(s)

such that for every ordered pair st zg s2 in K

fiS2)   |     \Sy  |    =    tpiSy,S2)fiSy).

There is a distinguished map carried by (i>, $) called the zero map (or trivial

map) which assigns to each seK the constant map of |s] to the base point of

<I>(s). If/i,/2 are two maps carried by (®,tp) a homotopy Ffromfy to f2 carried

by ($>,tp) is a function which assigns to every seK a continuous map

Fis) : | s | x I -> <S>(s)

which is a homotopy from fy(s) to f2(s) such that for every Sy ̂  s2 in K

F(S2)    |     |Si|x7   =   tP(Sy,S2)F(Sy).

If there is a homotopy from fx to f2 carried by (<£, tp), we say fy is homotopic

to f2. This is an equivalence relation in the set of maps carried by (<£>, tp) and the

corresponding equivalence classes are called homotopy classes. A null-homotopy

off is a homotopy from/to the zero map. If such a homotopy exists,/is said

to be null-homolopic.

Given a carrier (5>, tp) on K there are associated stacks (r¡, y¡) on K for i ^ 0

where Fx(s) = n¡($(s)) for seK and for Sy g s2 in K,
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7i(si,s2) = <p(sx,s2)# : n¡(^(sx)) - ^(<D(52))

is the homomorphism induced hy^s^s^. Note that the stacks (r¡,y¡) are stacks

of abelian groups if i ^ 2, while (Tx,yx) is a stack of groups and (r0,y0) is a stack

of sets with base points.

If X and F are based spaces, then niC'(X, Y)) x [S'X, F] [15] and if C is

a chain complex, then n/jC) (which is, by definition, the group of chain homo-

topy classes of chain transformations of the chain complex of the ¿-dimensional

s'eleton of an (i+l)-simplex into C) is isomorphic to H¡(C) as is easily

verified by direct computation.

4. Higher order operations. In this section we define what we shall mean by a

higher order operation and present some examples. Our definition is that such

an operation is just an obstruction to the construction of a null-homotopy,

over the successive skeleta of a complex K, of a map/carried by a carrier on K.

Let (4>, (p) be a carrier on K and let/be a map carried by it. To each vertex

veK the map / assigns f(v)e<l>(v). Let (T0,y0) be the stack of sets with base

points with r0(s) = 7r0(i)(s)) for seK, and let 0°(f) be the zero-dimensional

cochain on K with coefficients in (r0,y0) defined by the condition that, for a

vertex veK, (0°(f))(v) is the element of 7r0(<D(t>)) determined by f(v). It is a

standard verification that 0°(f) is a cocycle and that it vanishes if and only

if/is null-homotopic on K°. The cocycle 0°(/) is an element of H0(K;(T0,y0))

and is called theirs/ obstruction to a null-homotopy off. Its vanishing is neces-

sary and sufficient for the existence of a null-homotopy on the zero-dimensional

skelton of K. This first obstruction corresponds to a general primary opera-

tion, but we shall not pursue this viewpoint further now. The higher obstructions

are more interesting, and we have discussed the first one only for completeness.

For the second obstruction we assume that / is carried by a carrier (<S>, <p) and

that 0°(f) vanishes so that there is a null-homotopy off on Xo. Let F be a null-

homotopy of/ on Xo. Let (v0,vx) be an orientation of a 1-simplex s of K. We

then have a closed path (at the base point)

(<P(v0,s)(F\v0 x I)-i)f(v0,vx)((P(vx,s)(F\vx x I))

in <D(s). Let (Tx,yx) be the stack of groups where Fx(s)= nx(®(s)) for seK. Then

there is a 1-dimensional cochain c1 of K with coefficients in (Tx,yx) defined by

the condition that c1(v0,vx) is the homotopy class of the closed path above. It

is a standard verification that ôc1 = 0 and that, though c1 depends on the choice

of the null-homotopy F, the set of cochains c1 obtained from all possible choices

of null-homotopies F is exactly the same as the set of cocycles in a cohomology

class of C1(K;(rx,yx)) (i.e., it is an orbit of C1(K;(rx,yx)) under the action

of C°(K;(r1,y1))). Therefore, / determines a well-defined element 01(f)

e H1(K;(rx,yx))v/hichis the set of all the cocycles c'above, and it is easy to verify
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as usual that/is null-homotopic on K1 if and only if Ol(f) is the zero element

of Hl(K;(Ty,yy)). Note that 0\f) is defined if and only if 0°(J) vanishes. It

is called the second obstruction to a null-homotopy of / and from our point

of view will be a secondary operation.

Before considering higher obstructions we discuss some examples of second

obstructions whose corresponding secondary operations are familiar. This will

provide some justification for our definition of operations as obstructions. It

is worth noting that by considering the simplest possible complex on which

second obstructions can occur, namely, the complex consisting of a single 1-sim-

plex with its two vertices, one obtains interesting nontrivial examples of second-

ary operations. In the examples (4.1)-(4.7) below we shall let K denote this com-

plex consisting of a single 1-simplex s with its two vertices v, v'.

Example (4.1). In [14] the author studied secondary operations arising

from a sequence A^B^+C^+D in which A, B, C, D are based spaces

and ba, cb are both assumed to be null-homotopic. The corresponding secondary

operation (a,b,c} was a double coset of [S^4,Z)] under left multiplication by

an element of c#[S^4,C] and right multiplication by an element of (Sa)*[SB,D].

We shall show how <a,¿,c> can be identified with a second obstruction to a

null-homotopy of a suitable map on K.

Let (<!>, tp) be the carrier on K defined by :

<D(s) = C'(A,D), <b(v) = C'(A,C), 4>(t/) = C'(B,D)

and the maps

tp(v,s)(a) = ca      for a e C'(A,C),

tp(v ', s) (ß) = ßa     for ß e C '(B, D).

We define a map f on K carried by (<P, tp) by :

f(v) =bae <D(t>),   f(v') = cbe O(ti')

fis) is the constant map of \s\ to cbae<S>(s).

Then / is null-homotopic on K° if and only if ba and cb are null-homotopic.

Hence, the condition that the first obstruction to a null-homotopy of/ vanish

is exactly the same as the condition that (a,b,cy be defined. If this first ob-

struction vanishes, there is defined a second obstruction 01(f)eH1(K;(r1,y1)).

The definition of 01(f) shows that any representative cocycle c1 of it takes

values on the two orientations of s which are inverse to each other so such a

cocycle is determined by its value on the orientation (v,v') of s. Now cx(v,v')

is an element of 7ti(C'(^, £>)), which is isomorphic to [S.4, D~\, and given a cochain

c°eC°(K;(ry,yy)) (so c°(v)enx(C'(A,C))x[SA,C~\ and c°(v')enx(C'(B,D))

x [SB, £>]), then
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(c1 *c0)(v,v') = (c(cV))-1)cVX)(cV)(.S«))-

Since c°(v),c°(v') are arbitrary, the values of the cochains c1 representing

01(f) on (v,v') form a double coset of [S,4,D] determined up to left multipli-

cation by an element of c# [SA, C] and right multiplication by an element of

(Sa)*[SB,D]. It is easy to verify directly from the definitions that the second

obstruction 01(f) corresponds in this way to the secondary operation <a,fc,c>.

From example (4.1) it follows [14] that the toral construction, functional

cohomology operations, and secondary cohomology operations are all obtained

as second obstructions to a null-homotopy of a suitable map on K. Our next

two examples show how secondary operations involving the cup product can

also be obtained as second obstructions.

Example (4.2) (The functional cup product). We start with a continuous

map g :X -» y and two singular cohomology classes ux eH"(Y;Gx), u2eHq(Y;G2).

The functional cup product [17] denoted by ux Ugw2 is defined if g*ux = 0 and

ux U u2 = 0 (as an element of Hp+q(Y; G3) where Gx, G2 are paired to G3) and is

an element of Hp+q~l(X;G3) modulo the subgroup generated by Hp~l(X;Gx)

Ug*u2 andg*(//p+«-1(y;G3)).

We shall construct a carrier (3>, (p) of chain complexes on K and a map / car-

ried by (<1>, <p) such that the first obstruction to a null-homotopy of / vanishes

if and only if the functional cup product above is defined and, in this case, the

second obstruction to a null-homotopy of / will correspond to this functional

cup product.

If C* is a cochain complex with a homogeneous coboundary operator <5 of

degree +1, we let „C* denote the chain complex defined by („C*)„, = (C*)"~m

with boundary operator ô of degree — 1 equal to <5. Let C*(X;G) be the singular

cochain complex of X with coefficients in G. The continuous map g : X -» Y

induces a cochain transformation g* :C*(Y;G)-*C*(X;G) for any G. Let

u'xeCp(Y;Gx), u'2eCq(Y;G2) be representative cocycles of ux,u2, respectively.

We define a carrier (4>, <p) of chain complexes on K by :

<D(i>) = p+qC*(Y; G3),     <&(/) = PC*(X;GX),     <t(s) =p+qC*(X;G3)

and (p(v,s) = g*, <p(v',s) = cup product on the right by g*u2. Note that <p(v,s)

and <p(v',s) are then homogeneous chain transformations of degree 0. Let/ be

the map carried by (O, (p) defined by :

f(v) = u'xUu2,     f(v') = g*u[

f(s) sends (v, v') to 0 and both v and v' to g*u'x U g*u2.

The condition that the first obstruction to a null-homotopy of/vanish is that

«i u u2 and g*u'x both be cohomologous to zero which, in turn, is the condition

that the functional cup product be defined. If this is so, the second obstruction
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to a null-homotopy of/ is completely determined by its value on the orientation

(»,»') of s, and this value is an element of 7ti(p + iC*(X;G3)) x i7p+,_1(X;G3)

determined      modulo      tp(v, s)Ky(p+qC*(Y; G3))    x    g*Hp+q'l(Y; G3)     and

tP(v', s)ny(pC*(X ; Gy)) x HP~\X ; Gy) u g*u2.

Therefore, the second obstruction to a null-homotopy off has the same indeter-

minacy as ux Ugi/2, and it is easy to verify that they are, in fact, equal.

Example (4.3). (The Massey triple product). In this case we are given

UyeH"(X;Gy), u2eH\X;G2), u3eHr(X;G3) with Gj,G2 paired to Gl2 and

G12,G3 paired to G123 and also G2,G3 paired to G23 and Gi,G23 paired to Gi23

so that the following diagram of these pairing maps is commutative

Gy x G2 x G3 -> Gl2 x G3

Gy x G23->     G123.

The Massey triple product is defined if ux U u2 = 0 and u2 U u3 = 0 and is then

an element of Hp+q+r~1(X;Gy23) modulo the subgroup generated by

u1UJtfî+r_1(X;G23) and HP+4_1(X;G12) u u3.

To obtain the Massey triple product as a second obstruction to a null-homo-

topy of a map / carried by a carrier (<P, tp) let «,' be a representative cocycle of

W; for i = 1,2,3. Let (<P,tp) be the carrier of chain complexes on K defined by:

cPriO = p+qC*(X;G12),   (D(t/) = q+rC*(X;G23),

<D(S) = p+q+rC*(X;G123),

tp(v,s) = cup product on the right by u'3,

tp(v',s)= cup product on the left by u[.

Let / be the map carried by (<P,</>) defined by:

fiv) = u'y\Ju'2,   f(v') = u2Uu3,

f(s) maps (v,vr) to 0 and both v and v' to u\ Um2 Uu3.

The first obstruction to a null-homotopy vanishes if and only if u[ Um2 and

u'2 U u'3 are both cohomologous to 0, and this is the condition that the Massey

triple product be defined. If this is so, the second obstruction Oi(f) is defined

and is easily identified with the Massey triple product.

The next four examples of secondary operations seem to be new.

Example (4.4). Suppose we are given continuous maps A^+B^+C be-

tween based spaces such that ba is null-homotopic and the suspension

Sb:SB-> SC is also null-homotopic. There is then a secondary operation which
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associates to the data an element of [S2A,SC~\ defined modulo the subgroup

generated by (S2a)*[S2B,SC] and S([S,4,C]). To define this secondary opera-

tion we define a carrier (í>,<p) on K by:

O(s) = C'(SA,SC), O(ü) = C'(A, C), 0(t/) = C'(SB,SC)

and the maps

<p(v, s) (a) = S(a) for a e C'(A, C)

<p(v',s)(ß) = ßSa for ßeC'(SB,SC).

We define a map / carried by (<D, (p) by the conditions :

/(t>) = ba,        f(v') = Sb,

f(s) is the constant map of \s | to (Sb)(Sa) = S(ba).

Then / is null-homotopic on K° if and only if ba and Sb are both null-homo-

topic. In this case the second obstruction to a null-homotopy of / is deter-

mined by its value on the oriented 1-simplex (v,v'). This value is an element of

nx(C'(SA,SC)) « [S2A,SCj\ defined modulo cp(v,s)*7tx(C'(A,C))x S[SA,C~] and

<p(v', s)#nx(C'(SB,SC)) x (S2a)*[S2B,SC~\, and this is the desired secondary opera-

tion. We denote by <a,b, S > the element of \_S2A,SC]l((S2a)*[S2B,SC^+S[SA,Cj)

determined by this secondary operation.

Example (4.5). Given continuous maps A^> B^*C between based spaces

such that ba is null-homotopic and Sa : SA -» SB is null-homotopic there is

defined a secondary operation

(S,a,b}e[S2A,SC]j(S[SA,C~\ + (S6)#[S2^,SJ5]).

This is defined similarly to (a,b,S} of Example (4.4) so details are omitted.

Similarly, instead of using the suspension functor S we could use the loop

functor Q to obtain the next two examples. We omit the details.

Example (4.6). Given continuous maps A ^» B ^* C between based spaces

such that ba is null-homotopic and Qb : CIB -» QC is null-homotopic there is

defined a secondary operation

<a,fc,n>e[Q^,Q2c]/((rja)*[nß,n2c] +q[a,qc]).

Example (4.7). Given continuous maps A^B^C between based spaces

such that ba is null-homotopic and Cía : QA -* QB is null-homotopic there is

defined a secondary operation

(.SI,a, b} e [04,il2C]/(Q[yl,£2C] + (Q.2b)# [£L4,Q2£]).
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Our next example involves a more complicated complex consisting of a 2-sim-

plex and all its faces.

Example (4.8).   Consider a sequence

abed
A -=> B -> C -> D -> £

of continuous maps between based spaces. Let K be the complex consisting of

a 2-simplex t with vertices v,v',v" and 1-simplexes s = iv',v"), s' = iv,v"),

s" = (v,v'). We define a carrier (<P,</>) of quasi-topological spaces on K by:

<&(v)  = C'(A,C),      4>(t/)=  C'iB,D),    tb(v")=  C'(C,E),

<P(s)   = C'(B,E),      <&(/) = C'(A,E),    <5(s")I = C'(A,D),

cp(i)   =  C'(A,E)

and the maps tp all defined by composition on the left or right or both by the

appropriate maps a, b, c, d; so, for example,

tp(v,s')(a) = dca.   for aeC'(A,C),

tp(v',s")(ß)= ßa, tp(v',t)iß) = dßa   for ßeC\B,D),

tpiv", s') iy) = y ba   for ye C'(C,£),

tpis,t)iS)    = oa   for áe C'(B,E).

We define a map / carried by (<P, (/>) by :

f(v) = ba,     fiv') = cb,    fiv") = dc,

fis), fis'), fis"), fit) are all appropriate constant maps.

Then / is null-homotopic on K° if and only if ba, cb, dc are all null-homotopic.

If this is so, let F be a null-homotopy of/on K°, F can] always be extended

to a null-homotopy of / on s' (because both maps tpiv,s') and tpiv",s') being

compositions with dc and ba, respectively, are themselves null-homotopic) so

the obstruction to extending E over K1 is completely determined by its value on

the oriented 1-simplex iv',v") and its value on the oriented 1-simplex iv,v'). Let

u e 7iyi<!>is)) x lSB,E^\ be the obstruction to extending E evaluated on the orien-

tation iv',v") of s and let u"e7ti(<5(s")) x [SA,D] be the obstruction to exten-

ding E evaluated on the orientation iv, v') of s". Because the obstruction to

extending E is a cocycle we find by evaluating its coboundary on the oriented

2-simplex iv,v',v") that

(4.9) HSa)*u)id#u") = 1.

Therefore, from a particular E we obtain a pair uelSB,E~\, u"e[S^,D] satis-

fying (4.9). A different choice of E will give a pair Uy,u" related to the above pair

u,u" by equations
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(4.10) ux = (d#ß)u((Sb)*y),       u"x = (c*a)u"((Safß)-1,

where ae\SA,C\, ße\SB,D~], ye[SC,£]. Furthermore, given a,ß,y as above,

there is a choice of the null-homotopy of/ on K° such that the corresponding

pair ux,u" will be related to u,u" by (4.10), where a,/?,y are the specified ele-

ments.

Therefore, the secondary operation in this case defines a pair u,u" satisfying

the single relation (4.9) and with the indeterminacy (4.10). The first element u

with its indeterminacy as determined from (4.10) is exactly (b,c,d} while the

second element u" with its indeterminacy is exactly the element <a, b, c>.

However, the pair u, u" is determined up to smaller indeterminacy than the

two indeterminacies of (b,c,c/> and (a,b,cy taken together (because the same

element ß e [SB, £)] must be used in both u and u" in (4.10)). Hence, the vanishing

of the pair u,u" is a stronger condition than merely the vanishing of (f>,c,dy

and the vanishing of <a,£>,c>. This is to be expected because the vanishing of

u,u" is equivalent to the existence of a null-homotopy of/ on K1, and this is

stronger than the existence of a null-homotopy of / on each 1-simplex of K.

Note that (4.9), when u,u" are replaced by (b,c,dy, <a,b,c>, respectively,

is Theorem (4.5) of [14]. Thus, consideration of the complex K provides a meth-

od of obtaining relations among secondary operations which can be defined

by means of the complex K. For example, Theorems 7.1, 7.2, 8.1, 8.2 of [11]

follow (up to sign) by considering suitable carriers on K. Similar considerations

can be used to prove the following relations.

(4.11)   Given a sequence of continuous maps

A _% B Jl+ c _j^ d

between based spaces such that Sa, ba, cb are all null-homotopic, then,

S(a,b,cy + (Sc)#(S,a,b} = 0

in [S2A, SD~]IS(c*[SA,C]).

(4.12) Given a sequence of continuous maps

A^+B^C-^ D

between based spaces such that ba, cb, Sc are all null-homotopic, then

(S2a)*(b,c,Sy + S(a,b,cy = 0

in[SA2, SD~]l(S2a)*(S[SB,Dj).

(4.13) Given a sequence of continuous maps

A _^L> B JU C ^+ D

between based spaces such that ba, Sb, cb are all null-homotopic, then
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(S2af <S,b,c}  + iSc)#(a,b,Sy  = 0

in \_S2A,SD']liiS2a)*iSc)#lS2B,SC'] +(S2a)*S[SB,D] + (Sc)#S{SA,Cj).

(4.14)   Given a sequence of continuous maps

A -*-* B -±+ C -±-> D

between based spaces such that S(ba), cba, Sieb) are all null-homotopic, then

(Sa,Sb,Sc} =   (S,ba,c)  + (a,cb,S}

in [S2^Sr/J/((S2a)*[S2B,ST/J +S[SA,Dli + (Sc)#[S2,4,SC]).

There are, of course, relations analogous to those of (4.11)-(4.14) when the

suspension functors are replaced by the loop functor Q.

To define higher order operations we assume that (<D, tp) is a carrier on K and

that / is a map carried by it such that for some p2:l, /|Kpis null-

homotopic. If F is a null-homotopy of/|KP, there is an obstruction cp+1iF) to

extending E to a null-homotopy over Kp+1. cp+1iF) is a (p + l)-cocycle of K

with coefficients in the stack (Tp+1,yp+y), where rp+1(s) = 7rp+1(<I>(s)) for seK.

The cocycle cp+1iF) depends on the choice of the null-homotopy F, however,

if {F/} is the collection of all null-homotopies of / which agree on Kp_1

with E, then it is standard [8] that the collection {cp+1(Fj)} of obstruction co-

cycles isa cohomology class of Cp+1(K;(rp+i,yp+1)) so corresponds to a unique

element of Hp+1(K;(rp+i,yp+i)). Therefore, the collection of obstruction co-

cycles for all null-homotopies F of f on Kp corresponds to some subset Op + 1(f)

of Hp+1(K;(rp+1,yp+y)). This subset is the (p + 2)nd-obstruction to a null-

homotopy off and f\ Kp+1 is null-homotopic if and only if Op+1(f) contains the

zero element of 77p+1(K;(rp+1,yp+1)). We shall regard Op+1(/) as an opera-

tion of order p + 2.

Note that Op+1(f) is only defined if/|Kpis null-homotopic. Thus, Op+i(f)

is only defined if Op(/)is defined and contains the zero element of77p(K;(rp,yp)).

In this way we are led to consider the sequence of obstructions O0(f), Oï(f),---.

The first one 0°(f) is always defined and is a O-dimensional cocycle. If this

cocycle is zero, there is a cohomology class Ol(f) defined. If this cohomology

class is zero, there is defined Ol(f) which is a subset of a cohomology group.

If this subset contains zero, 03(f) is defined, etc. From the viewpoint of higher

order operations the (p + 2)nd order operation Op+1(/) is defined if and only

if the sequence of lower order operations 0°(f), 01(f),---, Op(f) are all de-

fined and each contains the corresponding zero element. We say that an opera-

tion Op+1(f) vanishes if it is defined and contains the zero element.

It is also of interest to consider operations which correspond to a map/carried

by a carrier (®,tp) on K and to a fixed null-homotopy E on a subcomplex L c: K.

In this case when   Op+1(/,E)    is   defined   it   is   a   coset   of   a   subgroup
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//p+1(K,L;(rp+1,yp+1)) and under the injection Hp+1(K,L;(rp+i,yp+x))

-+Hp+1(K;(rp+x,yp+x)) the coset Op+1(f,F) maps into a subset of Op+l(f).

We do not go into details of this case, but it can be developed without any es-

sential changes.

5. Properties of the operations. Naturality properties of the higher order

operations introduced in the last section will be established in this section as

well as some additivity properties of these operations.

Let (3>, (p) be a carrier on K and let p be a simplicial map of a complex K '

into K. There is an induced carrier (O',^') on K' defined by <£>'(s') = $(p(s'))

for s' eK' and if si zg s'2 in K' then p(s'J ^ p(s2) and

*'(*i,*a> = <«p(si),p(s2)).

If (rp+1,yp+1) is the stack on K' associated to (®',<p') in the same way that

(rp+1,yp+i) is associated to (<D, (p), then (rp+1,yp+1) equals the induced stack

(rp+1p,yp+ip) (defined in §2) so there is an induced homomorphism

p* :Hp+1(K;(rp+x,yp+x)) - Hp+1(K';(r'p+x,y'p+x)).

Iff is a map carried by (O, cp), then/p is a map carried by ($', <p'), and we would

expect some relation such as the following between the obstructions to a null-

homotopy off and of/p.

Theorem (5.1).   // Op+1(f) is defined, then Op+1(/p) is also defined and

Op+1(fp) zo p*(Op+1(f)).

Proof. Since p(K')pcz Kp, if F is a null-homotopy of / on K" there is a

null-homotopy F' of/p on (K')p defined by F'(s') = F(p(s')) for s'e(K')".

Hence, the first part of the theorem is proved, while the second part follows

from the equality

cp+1(F') = p*cp+1(F)

which is a direct consequence of the definition of cp+1.

Let (®,(j>) and ($',</>') be carriers on the same complex K and let P be a natu-

ral transformation from (<D,<p) to (<&',cp'); that is, P assigns to each seK a map

P(s) : 4>(s) -» 4V(s)

such that if sx gs2inX then

<P'(sx,s2)P(sx) = P(S2)<Hs1)S2).

Let (rp+1,yp+1) and (rp+1,yp+1) be the associated stacks (where rp+1(s)

= 7rp+1(C)(s)) and Tp+1(s) = 7ip+1(4>'(s)) for seK). Then P induces a homomor-

phism P# from (rp+1,yp+1) to (rp+1,yp+1) and hence, as in §2, a homomorphism
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P* : Hp+1(K;(rp+i,yp+i)) -♦ 7íp+1(K;(rp+i,yp+i)).

If/is a map carried by (<D, tp), then Pf is a map carried by (<S>',tp'), and the fol-

lowing result relates the obstructions to a null-homotopy off and Pf.

Theorem (5.2).   If Op+1(f) is defined, then Op+1(Pf) is defined and

Op+i(Pf)z>P*Op+i(f).

Proof. If E is a null-homotopy of/ on Kp, then PF is a null-homotopy of Pf

on K", which proves the first part of the theorem. The second part follows from

the equality

cp+1(PF) = P*cp+1(F)

which is easily verified.

The naturality properties of higher order operations expressed by (5.1) and

(5.2) apply to the secondary operation <a,fc,c> of Example (4.1) and [14] and

in this case specialize to yield (4.3) of [14] (when the diagram of (4.3) is com-

mutative rather than merely homotopy commutative) and (4.4) of [14]. The

other properties of (a,b,c} in §4 of [14] also have analogues for higher order

operations, and we next consider the extent to which a higher order operation

is independent of the maps used to define it as long as each is allowed to vary

in its homotopy class. First we prove the following extension of (5.2).

Lemma (5.3). Let P a natural transformation from (<&,<£) to (<£-', tp') such

that for each seK the map P(s) induces isomorphisms

P(s)# : 7tp(4>(s)) xnp(®'(s))for all p.

Then P* is an isomorphism of Hp+1(K;(rp+y,yp+1)) onto Hp+1(K;(T'p+y,y'p+y))

for all p, and if f is a map carried by (<&,tp) such that Op+l(f) is de-

fined, then

Op+i(Pf) = P*Op+1(/).

Proof. If F' is a null-homotopy of Pf on Kp, then by step-by-step extension

over the successive skeleta of K (using the property that P(s) induces isomor-

phisms of 7tp(í>(s)) with 7tp(<&'(s))) we can construct a null-homotopy F of/such

that PF and F' are homotopic. Then

cp+1(F') = cp+l(PF) = P*cp+1(F)

which shows that Op+1(Pf) cz P^Op+i(f). This with (5.2) gives the desired re-

sult.

Lemma (5.4). Let fy,f2 be two maps carried by the same carrier (<&,tp)

and assume they are homotopic by a homotopy carried by (<D, tp). Then Op+1(fy)

is defined if and only if Op+ (f2) is defined and, in this case
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op+1(A) = op+1(f2).

Proof. Let H be a homotopy from/i to/2 carried by (3>,<p). If F2 is a null-

homotopy of f2 on Kp, then //1 Kp can be combined with F2 to give a null-

homotopy Fx offx on Kp which is homotopic to F2. Then cp+1(F1) = cp+1(F2)

showing that 0p+1(/2)cz Op+1(fx). The opposite inclusion follows by inter-

changing the roles offx and/2.

Let ($, (p) and (O, </>') be two carriers on K with the same object function O.

We say ($, <p) is homotopic to (<¡>,(p') if there is a carrier (0,$) on X such that

for seK

Ö(s) = <5(s) x /

and for sx zg s2 in X and x e <b(sx)

$(sx,s2)(x,0) = (4>(sx,s2)x,0),

<ß(s1,s2)(x,l)= (cp'(sx,s2)x,l).

The carrier (0,$) is called a homotopy from (i>,(/>) to (3>, </>'). For each S!zis2

if 7t : 0(s2) x / -» 3>(s2) is the projection to the first factor, then the composite

i>(Sl) x / ^$1'S2\<S>(s2) x I -i+ ®(s2)

is a homotopy from <p(sx,s2) to <p'(s1,s2) so the associated stacks (rp+1,yp+1)

and (rp+1,yp+i) are equal.

If (<&,(p) is a homotopy from (<I>,<p) to (O, 0'), the inclusion maps P,P' de-

fined by

P(s)(x) = (x,0), P'(s)(x) = (x,l) for seK, xeO(s)

are natural transformations P of (0,$) to ($,<?) and P' of (í>,<p') to (<&,<£) such

that for each seK the maps P(s) and P'(s) induce isomorphisms of all homotopy

groups. We obtain the following result which is a generalization of (4.1) of [14]

and yields (4.3) of [14] with a homotopy commutative diagram.

Theorem (5.5). Let f be carried by a carrier (3>,<p) and f be carried by

a carrier (0,<p'). Let (<&,<fi) be a homotopy from (3>,<p) to (Q>,<p') such that Pf

and P'f are homotopic in (0,$). Then Op+1(f) is defined if and only if Op+1(f)

is defined and, in this case,

Op+1(f) = Op+1(f).

Proof. As pointed out above, the stacks (rp+1,yp+1) associated to (4*>, <p) and

(rp+i,yp+i) associated to ($,<£') are equal so Op+1(f) and Op+1(f) are both

subsets of the same cohomology group. Using (5.3), (5.4) we have (if Op+1(f)

and Op+1(/') are both defined)
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P*0P+1(/) = Op+1(Pf) = Op+i(P'f) = P¿Op+1(f).

If (fp+i,y"p+i) is the stack associated to (0,<?>), then P# is an isomorphism of

(rp+i,yp+1) with (fp+1,yp+1), andP^ is the same isomorphism of (Tp+1,y;+1)

= (Fp+1,yp+1) with (rp+1,yp+1). It then follows from the above equation and

(5.3) that  Op+1(/) = Op+1(/').

It follows from this equality by an inductive argument that if Op+1(f) is de-

fined, so 0°(f), Ol(f),-,Op(f) all vanish, then 0°(f),Ol(f),-,Op(f) all
vanish, so Op+1(/') is defined, and this completes the proof.

We have already pointed out that (4.5) of [14] follows from our equation

(4.9). We next investigate additivity properties of the higher order operations

as these should correspond to additivity properties of (a,b,cy established in

§4 of [14].

If ($>,<p) and (<&',(/>') are carriers on the same complex K, we define their pro-

duct (<I> x <D', <p x <p') to be the carrier on K defined by (4> x <P')(s) = 4>(s) x $'(s)

for s e K and for sx g s2 in K

(4> x <P')0i,s2) = <p(sx,s2) x <p'(sx,s2)

Then we have natural transformations

(<M) ^  i jyr(®,4>)

(O x i>', <p x </>'L

(*',*') ^  i' -F* (*',#'),

where i(s)(x) = (x,*) for seK, xeO(s) (where * is the base point of O'(s))

i'(s)(x') = (*,x') for seK, x'eO'(s) (where * is the basepoint of <D(s)), an(^

j(s)(x,x') = x,j'(s)(x,x') = x' for seK, (x,x')e<S>(s) x O'(s). In the corre-

sponding diagram of homotopy groups 7rp+1(<£>(s) x O'(s)) is exhibited

as the direct sum of i#7tp+1(0(s)) and i'#iip+x(<S>'(s)). Therefore, the stack

of homotopy groups associated to (i> x i>', <p x tp'), denoted by (Tp+1,yp+1),

is isomorphic to the direct sum of the stacks (Tp+1,yp+1) and (Tp+1,yp+i) so

//p+1(X;(r;+1,y';+1))«Hp+1(X;(rp+1,yp+1))e//p+1(X;(r;+1,yp+1)).

Lemma (5.6). Let f be carried by (0,<p) and f be carried by (<&',$'). Then

fxf is carried by (0> x<b',4>x </>'), and if Op+1(f), Op+1(f) are both de-

fined, then Op+1(fxf) is also defined and

op+1(fxf) = i,op+1(/) + i;op+l(f).

Proof. If F is a null-homotopy of/ on Kp and F' is a null-homotopy of/'

on Kp, then F x F' is a null-homotopy of fxf on Kp proving the first part.

Since cp+1(FxF')=i*cp+1(F) + i'*cp+1(F') and any null-homotopy oí fxf

on K" is of the form F x F', the second part also follows.
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We now assume L is a subcomplex of K and that <J> is a function on K such

that for every seK — L, O(s) is an 77-space. Let (<S?, tp) and (<£,</>') be two carriers

with the object function i> which agree on L and such that for Sy zg s2 in K — L

then tp(sy,s2) = tp'(sy,s2) is a homomorphusm of <D(si) into 3>(s2). We define

another carrier (<&,</>") on K to have the same object function and such that

if Sy zg s2 withsl5 s2 both in L or both not in L then tp"(sy,s2) = fp(sy,s2)

( = tp'(sy,s2)) while if Sy zg s2 with steL, s2eK — Lthen

<P"(Sy,S2) = tpiSy,S2) ■  tp'iSy,S2),

where the right-hand side is the product in the 77-space structure of í>(s2). Let

/ be carried by (0,<£), /' be carried by (<&,</>') and assume/|L=/'|L. Define

/" carried by (<I>, tp") by the condition

A«)  = f(s)(=f'is))   for seL,

f"(s)  = f(s) o fis)   for seK-L.

It is easy to verify that/" is, in fact, a map carried by (<S>,<p"). We want to study

what relation, if any, there is among Op+1 (/), oP+1(/') and O p+*(/").

Let (VF, ip) be the carrier on K defined by

¥(s)  = 0(s)x d>(s)   for seL,

*P(s)  = O(s)   for seK- L,

and if Si zg s2 we define

'<pisy,s2)xtp'isy,s2)   if Sy,s2eL,

tKsi.Sa) -   ■ 0(si»S2)(=^'(si»s2))   ifsi,s2eK-L,

.<£(si»s2)Pi • <Ksj..s2)P2   if Sy eL, s2eK-L,

where, for j = 1,2,py- : O(s) x <5(s) -► O(s) is the projection to the ;'th coordinate.

There are natural transformations P,P',P" from (<!>,<£), i$>,tp'), (O, </>")> res-

pectively, to Q¥,[p) defined by

Pis)    = P'is) = P"is) = identity map of <D(s) for seK-L,

Pis)ix)   = (x,*)

*,x) J
for s e L, x e rj>(s), where * is the basepoint of O(s),

P'(s)(x) = (*, '

P"is)ix) = (x,x)   for seL, xeO(s).

Theorem (5.7).    With the notation above r/Op+1(/) and Op+1(/') are both

defined, then Op+1(P"/") is defined and

op+\p"f") zz) p^op+1(/) + p;op+1if).
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Proof. Clearly if E is a null-homotopy off on Kp and F' is a null-homotopy

of /' on K   we can define a null-homotopy of F" of P"f" on Kp by

F"(s) = F(s) x E'(s)   for seL,

F"(s) = E(s) • E'(s)   for seK-L.

This shows that Op+1(P"/") is defined if both Op+1(/) and Op+1(/') are defined.

We define a natural transformation g from (Ox$, tp x tp') to (xP,^p) by

<2(s) = identity map  of <D(s) x <5(s)  for  seL and  g(s) = multiplication  map

<P(s) x <E>(s) -> $(s) for s e K - L. Then Q(/ x /') = P"f". Therefore, by (5.2),

Op+l(P"f") = Op+1(Q(/x/'))zDß,cOp+1(/x/').

By (5.6), Op+1(/x/') = /¡|cOp+1(/) + í; Op+1(fi), and the result follows on ob-

serving that Qi = P, QÏ = P'.

Corollary (5.8). Let (<b,tp) be a carrier of H-spaces and homomorphisms

on K and let f,fi be maps carried by i<S>,tp). Let f" be the mapf-f. Then f"

is also carried by (O, tp), and if Op+i(f), Op+1(/') are both defined, so is

Op+1if"), and

Op+iif") ZD Op+1if) + Op+1ifi).

Proof. We apply (5.7) with L the empty subcomplex of K. Then i$>,tp),

(O, tp'), (<&,tp") and OP, i/0 of (5.7) are all equal to (®,tp), and P,P',P" are all the

identity transformation of (3>,</>) to itself. Therefore, we have, by (5.7),

Op+1(f") ZD Op+1(/) + Op+i(fi).

(5.7) is a generalization of (4.6), (4.6)' of [14] and (5.8) is a generalization of

(4.7), (4.7)' of [14].

6. The operation <a1,a2,"-,a„>. In this section we consider particular

higher order operations which are straightforward generalizations of the second-

ary operation (a,b,c)> of Example (4.1). We begin with the tertiary case.

Let
ay a2 a3 a*

A0 —1-» Ay —^ A2 —-2-> ¿3 —i-> AA

be a sequence of continuous maps between based spaces. Let K be the

complex composed of a 2-simplex with vertices Vy,v2,v3 and all of its faces. We

define a carrier (i>,</>) on K by:

<l>(vy) = C'(A0,A2),     <t>iv2) = C'iAy,A3),4>iv3) = C'iA2,A4),

®i{vy,v2}) = C'C40„43),     <D(K,t;3}) = C'iA0,A2) x C'iA2,A4),

0(>2,t;3}) = C'(^i,^4),     ®i{vy,v2,v3}) = C'iA0,AJ,

and the maps tpisy,s2) for Sy zg s2 in K other than {vy,v3} to be the maps induced
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by composing on either or both sides by appropriate a,'s (for example, if

sx = {v2}, s2 = {vx,v2,v3}, then (p(sx,s3):C'(Ax,A3)^>C'(AQ,AA) is the map

4>(su*3)(g) = aArgax for geC'(Ax,A3)), while <p({vx,v3},{vx,v2,v3})(gxg2) = g2gx

for gxeC'(A0,A2), g2eC'(A2,A4) and

<t>(vi,{vuv3})(g) = (g,aAa3)  for geC'(A0,A2),

<p(v3,{vi>v3})(g) = (a2ax,g)   for geC'(A2,AA).

There is a map/ carried by (<P,<p) defined by the condition that for seK the

map f(s) is the constant map of \s\ into a suitable product of composites of

a;'s into í»(s) (for example f(v2) is the constant map of v2 to a3a2, f({vx,v2})

sends |(t>i,t>2)| to the point a3a2axeC'(A0,A3) and f({vx,v3}) sends |(fi,i>3)|

to the point (a2ax,a4a3) e C'(A0,A2) x C'(A2,AA).

/is null-homotopic on Xo if and only if the composites a2ax,a3a2,a4a3 are

all null-homotopic. If this is so, then it can easily be seen that any null-homotopy

of/ on Xo can be extended over the 1-simplex {vx,v3} so the obstruction to a

null-homotopy of / on X1 is determined by its values on the oriented 1-cells

(vx,v2) and (v2,v3). It follows from (5.1) that on (vx,v2) this obstruction is

(ax,a2,a3y and on (v2,v3) this obstruction is <a2,a3,a4>. However, as pointed

out in Example (4.8) the indeterminacy of 0\f) is smaller than the sum of the

indeterminacies of (ax,a2,a3y and <a2,a3,a4> so that the vanishing of both

<[ax,a2,a3y and (a2,a3,a4y is a necessary, but in general not a sufficient,

condition for the existence of a null-homotopy of / on X1.

We now assume that/ is null-homotopic on X1. Any null-homotopy of/ on

X1 has an obstruction to extending it over X which is completely determined

by its value on the oriented 2-simplex (vx,v2,v3). This value is an element of

n2(C'(A0,A4))x[S2A0,Af]. The tertiary operation <a1,a2,a3,a4> is defined

to be the subset of [S2^40,^44] obtained by evaluating obstruction cocycles to

extending null-homotopies of/ on X1 on the oriented 2-simplex (vx,v2,v3).

We want to generalize the above to define  <a1;a2,---,a„> for a sequence

Aq —-—> Ax —-—>. ••• -> A„

of continuous maps between based spaces. It is convenient to define (ax,a2y

to be the homotopy class of the composite a2ax, and this is a primary operation.

For n > 2 let X be the complex composed of an (n — 2)-simplex with vertices

»i>»2> •••»»»-i and all of its faces. For 1 zg i zg j zg n — 1 let t(i,j) denote the

simplex {v¡,vi+x,---,Vj} of X. Then any simplex s of X has a unique represen-

tation in the form of a join

s = t(iujx)t(i2,j2)---t(iq,jq)

where jx < i2-l,j2 < i3 — l,••-,/,_! < iq — 1. We define a carrier (<!>,</>) on X by

^(s) = C'(Ah_x,Aj^x)xC'(Ah_uAjl + x)x - xC'(Ai_1,Aj +x)
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for s represented as above. To define the maps tpis,s') for s zg s' where s' has the

representation

S'  =  tiïy,i'y)tiï2,j'2)-tiï„j'r)

we let

<l>(s,s')igy,g2,—,gq) = ig'y,g'2,~-,gr),

where each g¡ is an appropriate composite of g¡'s and aks. For example,

<P(vi,{vy,v2})igy) = ia3gy),

4>({Vl,V4], {Vy,V2,V3,VA.})igy,g2)   =   (g2a3gy),

4>({vi,V3,V4}>{vi>»2,V3,V4>»i})(gi>g2) = {g2gr,asa1).

These maps tp(s,s') with <P do define a carrier on K and there is a map/carried

by (<&,tp) which assigns to s = t(iy,jy)t(i2,j2)--- t(iq,jq) the constant map of

| s | to the point

(«¿i+l«lt — «it» «/a+l«V"«fe»"->«/,+lflV"«JS*(*).

/is null-homotopic on K° if and only if each composite aj+ydj is null-homotopic

(i.e., (aj,aJ+y > = 0) for 1 zg j < n. If this is so and E is a null-homotopy of/

on K°, then E can be extended over any 1-simplex {v¡, Vj} with i < j — 1 so the

only 1-simplexes over which F might not be extendable are of the form {vj,vJ+1}

for some / with 1 zgy < n— 1. There is a null-homotopy off on {vj,vj+1} if and

only if (aj,aJ+y,aj+2y vanishes. However, the vanishing of all (aj,aJ+1y and

(aj,aj+i,aJ+2y is not sufficient to insure that/ is null-homotopic on K1. If

01(f) = 0, then 02(f) is defined and representative cocycles can be nonzero only

on simplexes of the form{Vj,vJ+y,Vj+2} for some 1 zgj < n —2. If/is null-homo-

topic on {Vj,vJ+y,Vj+2}, then (aj,aj+y,aj+2,aJ+3y vanishes.

If/ is null-homotopic on K"~3, then any null-homotopy of / on K"~3 has

an obstruction to extension over K which is completely determined by its value

on the oriented (n — 2)-simplex (vy,v2,---,vn_y). This value is an element of

nn-2(<S>({vy,v2,-,vn_y})) x [S"-2A0,An-\.

In this way 0"~2(f) corresponds to a subset of [S"-2,40,j4„], and we define the

(n —l)-order operation <a1,a2,--,i7„> to be this subset of {S"~2A0,A¿\. From

this it follows that if <a1,a2,-",a„> is defined (i.e., if /is null-homotopic on

Kn~3), then all lower order operations <a;,aJ+1,...,aJ+?> for q g n —2 are de-

fined and vanish. However, if all these lower order operations are defined and

vanish it does not follow that (ay,a2,---,an} is defined.

The general properties of §5 carry over to give obvious naturality and multi-

linearity properties of (ay,a2,---,an} which generalize the properties of §4 of

[14] for the secondary operation (ay,a2,a3}.
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Our next objective is to show howthe operation (ax,a2,•■•,any is related to

lower order operations. Let

Ao -JO* Al JÜ+ ... _J^ An

be a sequence of continuous mappings between based spaces and let h : A„^2 -» A„

be a null-homotopy of the composite ana„-x. It was pointed out in §1 that such

null-homotopies h are in 1-1 correspondence with the set of maps g :A„_2 -» E(a„)

such that pg = a„-.x. Let X be the complex composed of all nonempty subsets

of {vx,v2,---,v„^x} and let (0,<p) be the carrier on X and/the map carried by

it used to define <a1,a2,---,a„>. A null-homotopy h of a„a„-x can be regarded

as a null-homotopy of/on v„_x.

Theorem (6.1). With the notation above there is a null-homotopy of f whose

restriction to v„^x is h if and only if for the sequence

A0^AX^ - ±2> An_2 _£> E(an)

(ax,a2, ■■■,a„-2,gy is defined and vanishes.

Proof. Let X' be the complex composed of all nonempty subsets of

{vx,---,v„_2} and let (<&',$') be the carrier on X' and/' the map carried by it

used to define <a1,a2,.--,an_2,g>. Ifs' is any simplex of X' not containing

t>„_2, then í)'(s') = i>(s') and f(s')=f(s'). If s' contains yn_2, it follows from

remarks made in §1 that a point of 3»'(s') can be identified in a canonical way

with a point of 3>(s') and a null-homotopy of the image of this point in <S>(s'vn-x)

under the map (p(s',s'vn_x). Furthermore, under this correspondence/'(s') cor-

responds to f(s') and the null-homotopy h. The theorem follows on observing

that a null-homotopy of/' in ($',(p') corresponds in exactly this way to a null-

homotopy of /in (®,<p) which is an extension of h and conversely.

Corollary (6.2). Given a sequence

A0^+AX^  - -Ä> An

(ax,a2,---,a„y is defined and vanishes if and only if there is a commutative

diagram

P

ax               a2             an-i

A0 -> Ax      —>> ••• -> An-2 -1-^> A„

such that <fli,a2,.-.,a„_2,g> is defined and vanishes.

Proof.   If (ax,a2,••-,«„> is defined and vanishes, let F be a null-homotopy

of/carried by (<&,<£) and let g :A„_2 -> E(a„) be the map corresponding to the
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null-homotopy Fivn_x) of a„a„-y. By (6.1) it follows that (ay,a2,---,a„_2,gy is

defined and vanishes.

Conversely, if there is a g such that the diagram above is commutative and

<ai,a2,"-,a„_2,g> is defined and vanishes, let h be the null-homotopy of

a„a„_i corresponding to g. It follows from (6.1) that there is a null-homotopy

F of / in i<b,tp) which extends h. Therefore, (ay,a2,---,a„y is defined and

vanishes.

Given a sequence of continuous maps between based spaces (where n ^ 3)

Aq >•    Ay ?■    ••• 7-   A„

a splitting of this sequence is a commutative diagram of continuous maps be-

tween based spaces

B2 B3 Bn-i

b2 /    \c2   b3 /    \ c, \ c„_■-/ \*b'/ Vs   V
«i       ,      «2                a3             an-\                 a*

A0 -> Ay -> A2 ->    •••   -> An_y -> An

such that the composites b2ay,b3c2,---,bi+yC¡,■■•,b„-yC„_2,a„cn_y are all null-

homotopic. If such a splitting exists we say that the original sequence

ay              a2              a„
A0 -^ Ay -> ••• -> A„

splits. If n = 2, we also say A0 "-^ Ay % A2  splits if the  composite  a2ax

is null-homotopic.

Theorem (6.3).   A sequence

ay              a2             an
A0 -> Ay -Ï-> A„

splits if and only if <a1,a2,-.-,a„> is defined and vanishes.

Proof.    We prove the theorem by induction on n. By definition the theorem

is true for n = 2. Let n > 2 and assume the following diagram is a splitting.

&2 E„_i

b2 "■; v      \'
ay a2 a„

A0 -> Ay -Ï A2 -» ».-> An_x -> An.

Then the following diagram
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B2 B„-2

b2 T    \ c2 \ c„_2■/v
ax              a2                             a„_2               bn-x

A0 -> Ax -> A2 -> - -> An.2 -> £„-i

is a splitting of the sequence

ax               a2           a„_2               bn^x

A0 -> Ax -> - -> An-2 -> £„_!.

Therefore, by the inductive assumption <a1,--.,a„_2,fc„_1> is defined and

vanishes. Since a„c„_x :B„_X->A„ is null-homotopic, there exists a continuous

map g' :B„_X ->£(a„) such that commutativity holds in the diagram

Bn-x —^-> E(a„)

K-if      ̂ Jp
A„-2 ^ An_x.

Hence, if we define g :An_2 -* E(a„) to be the composite g'b„-x, we have the

commutative diagram

E(an)

iT \p'/V
ax             a2            a„_2              a„.x

A0 -> Ax -> ■•• -> An-2 -> A„-x.

By the naturality of the operation

<a1,-.-,a„_2,g> = <ai,-..,a„-2,g'ft„-i> = g#<ai,---,an-2,i>n-i>

so    <a1,.--,a„_2,g>   is   defined   and   vanishes.   By   (6.2)   it   follows   that

<a1,a2,-..,a„> is defined and vanishes which proves half of the theorem.

For the other half assume <[ax,a2,---,a„y is defined and vanishes. By (6.2)

there exists a commutative diagram

E(a„)

tt \p•/v
1 t           «2            an-2              ««-i      .

A0 -> Ax -> ■•• -> A„-2 -> A„-x

such that (ax,a2,••-,a„_2,g> is defined and vanishes. By the inductive assump-

tion there is a splitting
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B2 Bn-2

A C2 \ Cn-2

o-i             a2                              a„_2                 g

Ac, -> Ay -► A2 -► ... -> An_2 -> Eian)

of the sequence

al a2 an-2 g
A0 -► A2 -> ... -> An_2 -> Eia„).

Then the following diagram

B2 Bn_2 £(a„)

al a2 an-2 an-\ Û.

A* -> Ay -> A2 ->  ... -> A„_2 -> An_y -> An

is a splitting of the original sequence, and this completes the proof.

Assume we have a sequence

«i «2 an

A0 > Ay >  ... >• An

such that (ay, a2, ...,a„> is defined and vanishes. Let K be the complex com-

posed of all nonempty subsets of {vy,v2,...,vn_y} and let (i>,</>) be the carrier

on K and/the map carried by it used to define <ai,a2,...,a„>. By the definition

of (ay,a2,...,a„y the vanishing of (ay,a2,...,a„y is equivalent to the existence

of a null-homotopy of/. Our next result gives a description of such null-homo-

topies.

Lemma (6.4). A null-homotopy of f carried by ($,(/>) corresponds to a

sequence of maps g¡ (1 zg i zg n —1) such that the following diagram is com-

mutative

Eig2) Eig3) £(£„_!) £(a„)

git   \pi   g2?   \vi N?"-2   *"-"/*   \p»-i

ai v           Û2                              a.n-2     t       an-i      .         an

A0 -> Ay -> A2 -> ... -> A„_2 -> An„y -> An.

Proof. It follows from the proof of (6.1) that a null-homotopy of/ carried

by (<!>,</>) corresponds to a map g :An_2-+Eian) such that p„-yg=an_y and a

null-homotopy of the map/' carried by i<S>',tp') used to define <a1;a2, ...,a„_2,g>

for the sequence

al a2 an-2 g

A0 -> Ay -» ... -> An_2 -> £(a„),
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setting gn_x = g we see from the above remark that the theorem follows by an

easy induction on n.

With the same notation as above let F be a null-homotopy of / carried by

(<p, cp) and let the following commutative diagram correspond to it

E(g2) E(an)

git      \Pl \Pn-l

ax              a2           a„_x                an
A0 -*► Ax -> ••• -> An_x --> An.

Let X be an arbitrary based space and let a0 :X -» A0 be a continuous map.

Then we have the sequence

a0             ax              a„

X -> A0 -> ••• -> An

so if K denotes the complex composed of all nonempty subsets of {v0,vx,-- -, u„_i}

there is a carrier (<&,<p) on X and a map / carried by it used to define

<a0,a1,-..,fl„>. The complex X is a subcomplex of X and on X the carrier

(<&,$>) is just (<t>, cp) and/is just/. Hence, F is a null-homotopy of/on X, and

we can define higher order operations by considering the successive obstructions

to extending the null-homotopy F to a null-homotopy of all of/. If F has been

extended to a null-homotopy F on Kk~1, then the only fe-dimensional simplex

of X on which c\F) can have a nonzero value is the simplex {v0,vx,---,vk}.

Therefore, ck(F) is completely determined by its value on the oriented fc-cell

(v0,vx,---,vk), and this value is an element of

nk(Ö>({v0,vx,-,vk})) « [SkX,Ak+x-] « [X.fi^+i]-

Hence, if the (k + l)st order operation is defined it can be regarded as a subset

of \X,ÇlkAk+x~\, and if it vanishes, the (k + 2)nd order operation is defined.

These subsets form subsets of (a0,ax, ■■■,ak+x >, the latter being the obstruction

to a null-homotopy off on the simplex {v0,vx,---,vk}, but have smaller indeter-

minacy because we are restricting attention only to null-homotopies off which

are extensions of F.

These operations can be defined directly by means of the commutative dia-

grams corresponding to F. Thus we have the commutative diagram

E(g2)

Sit   \pi

a0             ax

X -> A0 -> Ax.

The first operation is represented by the composite axa0. If this is null-homo-

topic, since px is a fiber map, the map gxa0 is homotopic to a map h of X into
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the fiber £î£(g3) of pt. Now Slp2 : Í2£(g3) -> QA2 is again a fibration and the

collection of all homotopy classes of composites i&p2)h for all such maps

n:X->fi£(g3) is the second order operation. If it vanishes, there exist maps

X->Q2£(g4), etc. In the stable range these higher order operations can be seen

to correspond to the higher order operations considered by Peterson [10] and

to the higher order differentials in the spectral sequence of Adams [2].
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